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PREFACE TO SSL 45:2  
 
 
 
This issue of Studies in Scottish Literature sees the return of two regular 
features that had been set aside to allow successive special issues.  The 
issue opens with the first SSL symposium for two years, here focusing on 
the treatment of religion in Scottish literature and literary criticism, and 
taking up Crawford Gribben’s challenge, in a landmark article from 2006, 
to reexamine the treatment of religious belief in Scottish literature, and to 
question its neglect or casual dismissal in much 20th century commentary.  
This is a topic with implications both for literary-historical scholarship and 
for teaching, both in which texts get taught and in how 21st century 
students of quite varied  religious backgrounds and beliefs engage with 
them.  We are grateful to Professor Gribben for contributing an afterword 
to the symposium. After three substantial reviews in the last issue, this 
issue brings back the section with short notices of recent books.  
The issue also restores something of the balance of SSL’s coverage 
across periods, with full articles on medieval and early Renaissance texts,  
and on neglected Scottish poets from the early 18th and the mid 20th 
centuries. The symposium includes contributions on a further eight 
canonical (and less canonical writers) from the 18th to the 20th centuries. 
The contributors to this issue include nine based outside Scotland, with 
three early career researchers alongside the established scholars.   
For future issues, we welcome articles and brief notes on all periods of 
Scottish literature, and on comparative and interdisplinary topics where the 
article includes significant attention to a Scottish author or text. For the 
coming year, SSL 46.1, a general issue, with a symposium on Scottish 
Insurrections, is full, and SSL 46.2 is a special issue on Allan Ramsay, 
guest-edited by Murray Pittock and Craig Lamont. Future planning, 
including some well-spaced commitments for symposia and special-topic 
issues, now stretches into 2023, but we are committed to keeping regular 
slots open for new submissions. We welcome the opportunity to consider 
well-researched submissions from scholars at any stage of their career, and 
we try very hard, with the help of the advisory board and other specialist 
referees, to provide timely responses to the articles we are offered.  The 
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earlier an article or note is submitted, and the blind review process 
completed, the better.  
 
* * * 
Studies in Scottish Literature has always been a stand-alone journal, not 
the journal of a membership-based society, so we do not publish an annual 
necrology or even regular obituaries. Nonetheless, since its founding in 
1963, many of those active in the field have published in SSL, and its 
contributors constitute, however informally, a roll call of Scottish literary 
scholarship.  
Three scholars, whose work spanned the history of the journal, died 
within a few weeks of each other in the fall of 2019, bringing home the 
part that the journal and its contributors have played as the discipline 
developed. All three also had some connections with the University of 
South Carolina, so I (PGS) knew them all at least a little. Professor John 
(Jack) MacQueen, FRSE (1929-2019), Director of the School of Scottish 
Studies at Edinburgh, Masson Professor and then Professor of Scottish 
Literature and the Oral Tradition, first president of the Association for 
Scottish Literary Studies, was best known as a medievalist, but wrote and 
taught authoritatively on all periods of Scottish literature. He had visited 
Ross many years earlier; I first met him in Edinburgh in the early ’70s, he 
returned to Columbia for the medieval and Renaissance conference in 
1990, and I visited him at Damnaglaur, and walked round the lighthouse 
with him, in 2015. He was already a full professor when he first 
contributed to SSL in 1966, with an important article on the text of 
Lindsay’s Satyre of the Thrie Estaitis; his keynote address in 1990 on 
MacDiarmid and Medieval Scottish poetry appeared in SSL 26 in 1991; 
and in 2014, SSL 40 published his commentary and text for Pitcairne’s 
short play Tollerators and Con-Tollerators. Dr. Margery Palmer 
McCulloch (1935-2019), of the University of Glasgow, and for some years 
co-editor of Scottish Literary Journal, wrote widely on Scottish 
modernism, with books on Gunn, Muir, and Gibbon. She visited South 
Carolina with her husband for the Burns bicentenary conference in 1996. 
Her article on MacDiarmid’s Circumjack Cencrastus in SSL 17 (1982) has 
been downloaded over 500 times in the past seven years, and she 
subsequently contributed to SSL 30 (1998) on Burns and MacDiarmid, to 
SSL 35 (2007) on Walter Scott and the 20th century renaissance, and most 
recently to SSL 42 (2016) on Muir and war.  Professor Jerome Mitchell 
(1935-2019), of the University of Georgia, a medievalist, published a 
pioneering article on Scott and opera in SSL 10 (1973), followed by two 
books on Scott operas, and later donated his research archive to South 
Carolina. Under Ross, especially, the journal also attracted support and 
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interest from Scottish writers of the MacDiamid and immediate post-
MacDiarmid generations; the death of Alasdair Gray, who illustrated, and 
contributed an essay to, SSL 30, designed the cover and endpapers for SSL 
35-36, and visited here in 1996, marks another break, to be commemorated 
in a future issue.    
The work of such contributors continues, of course, to get used by 
researchers, especially through the open-access digital version of their 
articles, but among our goals for SSL when Ross Roy handed over was, 
while maintaining the trust of previous contributors, to expand the roster of 
scholars that SSL was publishing. Of the 206 articles published since 2012, 
in SSL 37-45, well over half (125) are by authors who had not previously 
written for the journal. Of the 159 different contributors during this period, 
nearly two-thirds (111) are new contributors. These new contributors 
include a number of well-established scholars who had not previously 
published here as well as the early-career researchers who will, we hope, 
continue to submit articles in future.   
SSL continues to provide some of the best evidence that international 
interest in Scottish literature continues to grow. More than half our 
contributors since 2012 come from outside Scotland. Scottish universities 
have seen steady expansion in both teaching and research on Scottish 
topics, as reflected in the fact that just under 40% of contributors are based 
in Scotland. But 30% come from North America, 13% from Europe 
outwith the UK (Germany, France, the Netherlands, the Czech Republic, 
Slovenia, Italy, Spain, Slovenia), 10% from England and the North of 
Ireland, a handful also from Australia and New Zealand, and one from the 
United Arab Emirates.  
The journal’s readership is even more widespread internationally. The 
map below, showing the main areas from which SSL articles have been 
downloaded over the twelve months November 2018-November 2019 
gives a good sense of the journal’s breadth of impact.  
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Such growth gives a renewed confidence that restarting the journal in 
2012 has been worthwhile, and that it is realistic to plan for its future.  For 
nearly thirty years, since Ross Roy retired in 1990, SSL has been edited 
and produced by an unpaid emeritus editor, a situation that we both 
recognize will be unsustainable in the long run.   
In the preface to the previous issue we noted that the Studies in Scottish 
Literature Fund, started in 2012, and managed by the University 
foundations, had built up to endowment status, with recent gifts taking it 
above the minimum required level. Remarkably, and unexpectedly, just as 
that preface went to press, we received a further very generous gift from 
good friends both of Ross and Patrick, Susan and Frank Shaw. With this 
gift, and matching funds from the Coca-Cola Foundation, the SSL 
endowment totaled in December 2019 just over $100,000. Prudence 
suggests waiting a while before drawing from it, but income from the 
endowment will support needed editorial help through the inevitable 
coming transition in editorship.  
Methods of scholarly communication, and the expectations and 
opportunities for scholarly journals, are changing rapidly, and SSL will 
undoubtedly evolve further in the next few years.  Along with technical 
support from the University libraries for the digital edition infrastructure, 
the endowment will position us to be realistic in tackling these transitions.   
 
Patrick Scott 
     Tony Jarrells 
